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Most reported adverse events (AEs) following influenza vaccination are well-known. 

One commonly used method to retrieve information on AEs is spontaneous 

reporting. Information concerning the course of reported AEs is highly dependent on 

the time of reporting. However, if reported in an early stage, this information cannot 

yet be provided and reporting bias may occur. Another used method to retrieve 

information concerning AE’s is to monitor patients who had received a vaccination 

intensively, thereby facilitating to report (the course) of AEs. Both methods provide 

information concerning the frequencies of reported AEs, latency time, outcome and 

recovery time. However, whether or not both approaches yield comparable 

information in respect to the aforementioned aspects, is unknown. 

To determine differences between spontaneous reporting and an intensive 

monitoring programme in frequencies of reported AEs, latency time and recovery 

status and -time of the reported AEs.  

Comparison between the characteristics of most reported AEs reported in 

spontaneous reports and in an intensive monitoring study following influenza 

vaccination. All spontaneous reported AEs of patients received within 40 days after 

influenza vaccination between January 1st 2013 and December 31st 2015 were 

included. In the same years an intensive monitoring programme was performed. 

Patients received three questionnaires on day 5, 15 and 30 (valid thru day 40) after 

vaccination. Of the ten most reported AEs the recovery status, latency- and recovery 

time was determined. The latency- and recovery time were categorized into four 

groups for different intervals (0-24hr; 24-48hr; 48-72hr; >72hr). To compare the early 

(<72h) and late (>72h) latency- and recovery times between both methods, Fisher 

Exact Tests were performed. 

The most reported AEs in both methods were comparable. Table 1 shows the 

frequencies and percentages of reported AEs in time (< 72 or ≥72 hours) for 

spontaneous reports and monitoring. In both methods most reported AEs started 

within 72 hours after vaccination. Significant differences were seen for the latency 

time of pyrexia, headache and malaise. These AEs were more frequently reported 

after 72 hours in the monitoring programme. Data on recovery was more frequently 

available in the intensive monitoring (see Figure 1). Yet, no differences were seen 

between the recovery time of reported events for both methods.    
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   Table 1: frequencies and percentages of reported AEs in time (< 72 or ≥72 hours) for  

     spontaneous reports and monitoring programme. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

  

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

This study shows that the pattern of reported AEs is comparable between both 

methods. Possibly more events in the intensive monitoring programme were    

reported because patients were monitored over time and asked to report the 

(course of) AEs. Consequently, more data on recovery was available,               

which illustrates the strength of intensive monitoring in providing in-depth        

information about the course of the AEs.  
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Reported AEs 

Latency time <72 hours 
  

Latency time ≥72 hours 

Spontaneous Monitoring Spontaneous Monitoring 

Injection site inflammation 
273 (99.6%) 574 (99.1%) 1 (0.4%) 5 (0.9%) 

Myalgia 
109 (80.1%) 307 (79.7%) 27 (19.9%) 78 (20.3%) 

Headache                                *(p = 0.001) 
126 (81.8%) 255 (68.9%) 28 (18.2%) 115 (31.1%) 

Pyrexia                                     *(p= 0.005) 
76 (70.4%) 78 (53.8%) 32 (29.6%) 67 (46.2%) 

Injection site pain 
24 (96%) 141 (97.9%) 1 (4%) 3 (2.1%) 

Extensive swelling of vaccinated limb 
51 (100%) 46 (97.9%) 0 (0%) 1 (2.1%) 

Fatigue 
25 (89.3%) 45 (72.6%) 3 (10.7%) 17 (27.4%) 

Malaise                                    *(p = 0.048) 
33(82.5%) 51 (66.2%) 7 (17.5%) 26 (33.8%) 

Influenza like illness 
23 (63.9%) 37 (51.4%) 13 (36.1%) 35 (48.6%) 

Nausea 
28 (82.4%) 17 (60.7%) 6 (17.6%) 11 (39.3%) 

   

  Figure 1: Data on recovery status of ten most reported AEs of spontaneous reporting  

  and motoring programme *(p = 0.000) 


